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The Evil of the involuntary human experimentation
“The Evil was always there and persist because good men and women do nothing to stop it”.

The European Continent citizens have access to adequate information about the violations of
the Human Rights of those which, involuntarily, either, become human guinea pigs, or, their
internal organs/tissues become harvested.

The victims of those atrocities, for obvious reasons, they either, become murdered, or, they
become enslaved and tortured, for the rest of their lives.

The Europeans, by remaining indifferent for the unjust suffering of so many, innocent human
beings, they, indirectly, make, the potential violations of their own Human Rights, becoming
moral ones.

Within our barbaric world, in the History of which so many remorseless genocides having been
committed, is there any chance for the Europeans' Human Rights not to become, morally,
violated by the colonialists of our days?

Christos Boumpoulis
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economist

P.S.: It seems like being easy, for one, to pretend that he is ignorant, for his fellow human
beings' sufferings, and turn his face the other way; though, sooner or later, that pretense may
lead to, the least, unpleasant, involuntary capitalization, either of his own life, or, deprivation, of
his own freedom. The existence of innocent victims of those atrocities, which may be
persecuted endlessly and which may be mistreated intermittently, by organized crime and by
corrupted State authorities, dooms the fate of the Europeans, inescapably. One's letting
defenseless children becoming degraded to mere meat for their organs/tissues to become
traded for money, is something which has dire, long term consequences upon the one's life.
Isn't it so?

Appendix

Established that it was accepted practice not only for hospitals to remove organs without
parental consent but also to trade in them for profit – in short, to sell them. In January 2000 a
reporter for the
Independen
t
reported
that healthy thymus glands removed from children during heart surgery without parental
consent, were sold to Aventis Pasteur “for research on a drug treatment for aplastic anaemia,”
in return for a ten-pound donation to the hospital's cardiac department for each gland received.
Indeed, a quick check with other British hospitals suggested that such practices were common:
“Birmingham Children's Hospital admitted it had given organs to drug companies in the early
1990s in return for cash” (Laurance 2001, 2). As the shadow health secretary Dr. Liam Fox
explained: “What we are effectively talking about here is cash for organs... It brings any ethical
issues into play here, and I think we need to know the full details... because if it has happened
in Alder Hey we have to ask if it has happened elsewhere.”
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[page 177, Liminal Lives: Imagining the Human at the Frontiers of Biomedicine, Susan Merrill
Squier, Duke University Press Books (December 7, 2004), ISBN-13: 978-0822333661]

Alder Hey organs scandal

In an undercover video released Wednesday, a former technician for a tissue-harvesting
company details how an aborted baby was kept alive so that its heart could be harvested at a
California Planned Parenthood facility, raising more legal questions about the group’s practices.

Furthermore, it emerged that Birmingham Children's Hospital and Alder Hey Children's Hospital
in Liverpool had also given thymus glands, removed from live children during heart surgery, to a
pharmaceutical company for research in return for financial donations. Alder Hey also stored
without consent 1,500 fetuses that were miscarried, stillborn or aborted.

[ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alder_Hey_organs_scandal ]

Artificial Thymus

Many artificial organs are being developed as an alternative to donated organs, which are only
temporary solutions that require the recipients to maintain a lifetime regiment of medications.
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With recent advancements in biomedical technologies, the time may be coming when those
who require transplants no longer need to wait on donation lists to replace organs like kidneys
and blood vessels. And now, scientists have added the thymus to the list of body parts we can
artificially simulate.

The thymus is a gland that is essential to your immune system. T cells, a type of white blood
cell that helps to get rid of viruses, bacterial infections, and cancer cells, mature within this
gland. When people get sick (or as they age), the thymus becomes worse at its job. In some
cases, people with different types of cancer are not getting the biological support and help they
need from their T cells.

Now, there are adoptive T cell immunotherapy treatments which involve removing T cells from a
patient, “fixing” them, and transfusing them back. But these treatments depend on the patient
actually having enough of these cells, and many do not. This type of treatment also takes a very
long time to complete.

To create a more sustainable and effective solution to this serious medical issue, researchers at
UCLA created artificial thymic organoids that create T cells from blood stem cells. This was an
incredible feat in medical science — but could these artificial structures create specialized T
cells that have cancer-fighting receptors? Yes.

Life Saving

The team inserted a Gene for cancer-fighting receptors into blood stem cells. This caused the
organoids to produce only cancer-specific T cells. Because other types of T cells could
accidentally target and attack healthy tissue, these results are exceptionally positive. If specific
T cells can be created and other types turned off, cancer cells can be targeted and attacked
without causing autoimmunity problems.

The researchers published their work in Nature Methods and are now investigating this
technique with pluripotent stem cells. This could allow for the creation of a more sustainable
supply of these life-saving cells. The team is calling on other scientists to reproduce its work.
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This new development could be one large step towards reducing the costs of cancer
treatments. It is no secret that most modern cancer treatments are either extremely costly,
dangerous to healthy tissues, not effective enough, or a combination of these. There are many
treatments that successfully put patients into remission and allow them to continue on with
healthy and fulfilled lives. But, there is still a lot of room for improvement, and this could be one
of them.

Although this patented artificial structure will have to go through years of clinical trials before it
can be widely adapted by the medical community, and it has not been tested in humans yet, it
holds promise as a way to guarantee the creation of healthy cancer-targeted T cells. The
availability of treatment may not depend on a patient’s existing cells that must be removed and
engineered. Instead, patients of varying levels of illness could have equal access to treatment
— and to hope.

[ https://futurism.com/researchers-find-a-way-to-create-cancer-fighting-cells/ ]

History of Experimentation on Human Guinea Pigs

1932 to 1972 – In the infamous Tuskegee syphilis study, 200 black men diagnosed with syphilis
are never told of their illness, are denied treatment. They are used as human guinea pigs in
order to follow the progression and symptoms of the disease. They all subsequently die from
syphilis, their families never told that they could have been treated. The study continues for four
decades. ( MSNBC , Time Magazine , Wikipedia )

1939 – At an orphanage in Iowa, 22 children are the subjects of the so-called "monster"
experiment, which attempts to use psychological abuse to induce children who spoke normally
to stutter. The experiment is designed by Dr. Wendell Johnson, one of the nation's most
prominent speech pathologists, for the purpose of testing one of his theories on the cause of
stuttering. ( CBS News , San Jose Mercury News , Wikipedia )
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1940 – In Chicago, 400 prisoners are infected with malaria in order to study the effects of new
and experimental drugs to combat the disease. Nazi doctors later on trial at Nuremberg cite this
American study to defend their own actions during the Holocaust. ( Life Magazine , Life 2nd
photo
, Wi
kipedia
,
medlibrary.org
)

1940 to 1979 – The U.K. Ministry of Defence conducts open air tests using disease-producing
bacteria and viruses. Many involved releasing potentially dangerous chemicals and
micro-organisms over vast swaths of the population without the public being told. ( BBC News ,
Guardian
)

1943 – In response to Japan's full-scale germ warfare program, the U.S. begins research on
biological weapons at Fort Detrick, MD. ( NPR , Wikipedia )

1944 – The U.S. Navy uses human subjects to test gas masks and protective clothing.
Individuals are locked in a gas chamber and exposed to poisonous mustard gas and lewisite.
By the time the war is over, more than 60,0000 U.S. servicemen have been used as human
subjects in chemical defense research programs. They are told that they should never reveal
the nature of the experiments. ( Telegraph , Institute of Medicine )

1945 – Project Paperclip is initiated. In this top secret program, the U.S. State Department,
Army intelligence, and the CIA recruit Nazi scientists and offer them immunity and secret
identities in exchange for work on secret projects in the US. ( BBC News , New York Times ,
MSNBC/AP
)

1945 – "Program F" is implemented by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. This is the most
extensive U.S. study of the health effects of fluoride, which was a critical chemical component in
atomic bomb production. The use of fluoride in drinking water, it is found, causes adverse
effects to the central nervous system. But much of the information is squelched in the name of
"national security" because of fear that lawsuits would undermine full-scale production of atomic
bombs. ( Project Censored , BBC producer , Fluoride Action Network )
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1946 to 1953 – In an experiment sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and the
Quaker Oats corporation at the Walter E. Fernald State School in Massachusetts, 73 mentally
disabled children are fed oatmeal containing radioactive calcium and other radioisotopes, in
order to track "how nutrients were digested." The children are not told that they are being fed
radioactive chemicals and are instead told that they are joining a "science club." ( CBS News )

1950 – In an experiment to determine how susceptible an American city would be to biological
attack, the U.S. Navy sprays a cloud of bacteria from ships over San Francisco. Monitoring
devices are situated throughout the city in order to test the extent of infection. Many residents
become ill with pneumonia-like San Francisco Chronicle , Wall Street Journal – full text )

1950 – The CIA conducts aerosol tests using LSD in the subway system of New York City. That
this indeed happened is not questioned, yet all related documents about the test and its effects
on subway riders appear to have been destroyed. ( New York Post )

1950s – In Project GABRIEL and Project SUNSHINE, researchers in the U.S. and the U.K.
attempt to determine how much nuclear fallout would be required to make the Earth
uninhabitable. Examination of human bodies could reveal how readily fallout from already
exploded bombs was taken up and hence how much damage it caused. Researchers secretly
collect human bodies and bones from all over the world without permission, with a particular
focus on infants. ( Guardian , Deseret News , Wikipedia )

1950s to 1960s – The CIA and British military study LSD as a potential weapon for use by
intelligence services. Human subjects (both civilian and military) are used with and without their
knowledge. At least one subject dies as a result. ( New York Times , Time Magazine , Guardia
n
, US
Dept. of Energy
)

1951 – The French town of Pont-Saint-Esprit likely has bread spiked with LSD by the CIA as
part of a mind control experiment which leaves five people dead, many seriously ill. ( BBC
News
, T
elegraph
)
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1953 – CIA initiates Project MKULTRA. This is an eleven year research program designed to
produce and test drugs and biological agents that will be used for mind control and behavior
modification. Six of the subprojects involve testing the agents on unwitting human beings. ( Wa
shington Post
,
New York Times
,
Wikipedia
)

1953 to 1970s – The CIA and Department of Defense implement Project MKNAOMI, designed
to maintain, stockpile and test biological and chemical weapons. It establishes a robust arsenal
within the CIA's Technical Services Division (TSD) consisting of various lethal and
incapacitating materials. ( Time Magazine , Wikipedia )

1960 to 1971 – Dr. Eugene Saenger, funded by the Defense Atomic Support Agency, performs
whole body radiation experiments on more than 90 poor, black Americans. He forges consent
forms, and does not tell them what he is doing (they think they are receiving medical care). He
exposes their chests to the equivalent of about 7,500 x-rays, which cause intense pain,
vomiting, and bleeding from their nose and ears. At least eight, and as many as 20 of the
subjects die as a result. ( Los Angeles Times , New York Times )

1963 – The CIA Inspector General completes a report on the MKULTRA program stating, "A
final phase of testing of MKULTRA products places the rights and interests of U.S. citizens in
jeopardy. Public disclosure of some aspects of MKULTRA activity could induce serious adverse
reaction in U.S. public opinion." Only one copy of the report is made due to its "unusual
sensitivity." ( Declassified CIA document #17748 )

1963 – Researchers inject prisoners and terminally ill patients with live cancer cells to test their
immune responses. They are told only that it is a "skin test." ( Time Magazine )

1965 – The CIA and Department of Defense begin Project MKSEARCH, a program to develop a
capability to manipulate human behavior through the use of mind-altering drugs. ( US Dept. of
Defense
, Wi
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kipedia
)

1966 – The U.S. Army dispenses Bacillus subtilis variant Niger throughout the New York City
subway system. Many thousands of civilians are exposed when army scientists drop lightbulbs
filled with the bacteria onto ventilation grates. ( Wall Street Journal – full text , New York Post )

1970 – The United States intensifies its development of "ethnic weapons" (Military Review,
Nov., 1970), designed to selectively target and eliminate specific ethnic groups who are
susceptible due to genetic differences and variations in DNA. ( Project Censored , Telegraph )

1973 – The last of more than 2,000 volunteers, nicknamed the "white coats," pass through Fort
Detrick, where they have offered up their bodies for science since 1954. The volunteers are
conscientious objectors who agree to be infected with debilitating pathogens. Many are Seventh
Day Adventists who choose to become human guinea pigs rather than serve on active duty. ( B
BC News
,
PBS
,
Wikipedia
)

1977 – Senate hearings on Health and Scientific Research confirm that 239 populated areas
had been contaminated with biological agents between 1949 and 1969. Some of the areas
included San Francisco, Washington, D.C., Key West, Panama City, Minneapolis, and St. Louis.
( Wall Street Journal – full text )

1978 – Experimental Hepatitis B vaccine trials, conducted by the CDC, begin in New York, Los
Angeles and San Francisco. Advertisements for research subjects specifically ask for
promiscuous homosexual men. ( Medical Knowledge Base )

1980 – The U.S. Department of Defense completes 35 years of detonating nuclear weapons at
various sites around the world, sometimes monitoring downwind residents for medical problems
and mortality rates. A Centers for Disease Control and Prevention/National Cancer Institute
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study claims that nuclear fallout from these radiation tests may have caused approximately
11,000 deaths. ( CDC Study , Wikipedia )

1981 – The first cases of AIDS are confirmed in homosexual men in New York, Los Angeles
and San Francisco, triggering speculation that AIDS may have been introduced via the Hepatitis
B vaccine trials started in 1978 in these same cities. ( Medical Knowledge Base , Journal of
Medical Hypotheses
–
full text
)

1985 to 1986 – According to the journal Science, HTLV and VISNA, a fatal sheep virus, are
very similar, indicating a close taxonomic relationship. The Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences states HIV and VISNA are highly similar and share all structural
elements, except for a small segment which is nearly identical to HTLV. This leads to
speculation that HTLV and VISNA may have been linked to produce a new retrovirus to which
no natural immunity exists. (
Science , Nationa
l Academy of Sciences
)

1986 – A report to Congress reveals that the U.S. Government's current generation of biological
agents includes: modified viruses, naturally occurring toxins, and agents that are altered
through genetic engineering to change immunological character and prevent treatment by all
existing vaccines. (Citation needed)

1987 – The U.S. Department of Defense admits that, despite a treaty banning research and
development of biological agents, it continues to conduct such research at 127 facilities and
universities around the nation. (
Science Magazine
,
New Internationalist
)

1990 – More than 1,500 six-month old African-American and Hispanic babies in Los Angeles
are given an experimental measles vaccine that has never been licensed for use in the United
States. The CDC later admits that parents were never informed that the vaccine being injected
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to their children was experimental. ( Los Angeles Times , New Scientist )

1994 – U.S. Senator John D. Rockefeller issues a report revealing that for at least 50 years the
Department of Defense has used hundreds of thousands of military personnel in human
experiments and for intentional exposure to dangerous substances. Materials included mustard
and nerve gas, ionizing radiation, psychochemicals, hallucinogens, and drugs used during the
Gulf War. ( Rockefeller Report )

1994 to 1995 – Dr. Garth Nicolson at the MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, TX
discovers that many returning Desert Storm veterans are infected with an altered strain of
Mycoplasma incognitus, a microbe commonly used in the production of biological weapons. He
then uncovers evidence that biological agents used during the Gulf War were manufactured in
Houston, TX and Boca Raton, Fl and tested on prisoners in the Texas Department of
Corrections. ( Journal of the American Medical Association JAMA changed link - original here ,
Capt. Joyce Riley, USAF
)

1995 – The U.S. Government admits that it had offered Japanese war criminals and scientists
who had performed human medical experiments salaries and immunity from prosecution in
exchange for data on biological warfare research. Some of these scientists had tortured to
death the humans on which they experimented. ( Los Angeles Times , USA Today/Associated
Press
)

1996 – The U.S. Department of Defense admits that Desert Storm soldiers were exposed to
chemical agents. A scientific review finds a strong association between exposure to certain
chemicals and the Gulf War illness suffered by many veterans. ( CNN News , Washington Post
,
New York Times
)

1999 – Jesse Gelsinger dies as a result of a University of Pennsylvania's gene-therapy trial.
The principal investigator in the study, James Wilson holds a 30% equity stake in Genovo,
which owned the rights to license the drug being studied; the university owned 3.2% of the
company. When Targeted Genetics Corp. later acquires Genovo, Wilson reportedly earns $13.5
million and Penn $1.4 million. ( Time Magazine )
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2000 – Experimental artificial blood is transfused into research subjects across the United
States without their consent. Later studies show that the artificial blood causes a significant
increase in the risk of heart attacks and death. ( ABC News , 2nd ABC News article )

2002 – North Carolina's Shearon Harris nuclear plant contains the largest radioactive waste
storage pools in the US. If the cooling system malfunctions, the resulting fire could trigger a
nuclear meltdown. In 2002, plant managers are forced to manually shut down the reactors four
times. Between 1999 and 2003, there are twelve major problems requiring the shutdown of the
plant. Yet the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ignores the potential risks. ( Counterpunch ,
ABC affiliate
,
Associated Press
)

2007 – Texas governor Rick Perry makes the vaccine Gardasil mandatory for all Texan
schoolgirls. The vaccine is designed to prevent the sexually transmitted cervical-cancer virus,
yet even girls not sexually active are forced to take the new vaccine. Perry defends his
relationship with Merck & Co., makers of the vaccine. The safety of the vaccine is also
increasingly questioned. ( MSNBC/AP , Los Angeles Times )

2008 – Nanotechnology, with risks to health still unknown, is being widely used in consumer
products. Some experts say the microtubules which can easily enter our bodies may pose
health and environmental risks. Researchers in Scotland say we may be facing the same health
risks as asbestos. Yet industry is rapidly embracing this risky technology with little oversight. (
New York Times
,
Project Censored
,
Science News
)

2009 – The American Academy of Environmental Medicine calls for a moratorium on genetically
modified foods. Their report states, "GM foods pose a serious health risk in the areas of
toxicology, allergy and immune function, reproductive health, and metabolic, physiologic and
genetic health." Yet the US threatens a trade war against any country which opposes these
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frankenfoods. The US media fail miserably to even present a debate on this crucial health topic.
( American Academy of Environmental Medicine , Guardian , Scientific Summary )

2011 – Researchers suspect the military's High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program
(HAARP), which frequently disturbs the ionosphere using powerful directed energy beams, is
placing humanity at high risk due to unintended consequences. Some believe HAARP may
even be influencing some natural disasters like earthquakes and hurricanes. ( CBC
documentary
[Canada's PBS],
Prof. Michel Chossudovsky
)

2011 – Three nuclear design specialists employed by General Electric come forward stating that
they resigned in 1976 after becoming convinced that the nuclear reactor design they were
reviewing – the Mark 1 – was so flawed that it could lead to a devastating accident. Five of the
six reactors at the Japan's nuclear facility which experiences a melt down in March 2011 are
Mark 1s. ( CBS News )

From 1988 to 2008, the number of overseas clinical trials for drugs increases by 2,000%, to
approximately 6,500 trials. These trials are often conducted in areas with large numbers of poor
and illiterate people who grant their consent by signing an "X" or making a thumb print on a
form. The tests are rarely monitored by the FDA, and have in some cases proved deadly. 49
babies die in New Delhi, India during a 30-month trial. The cost of testing in countries without
safety regulations is much lower; and, due to lax or nonexistent oversight, pharmaceutical
corporations (or research companies they've contracted out to) are able to more easily
suppress research that demonstrates harmful effects and only report positive results. ( Vanity
Fair
)

[ http://www.wanttoknow.info/humanguineapigs ]

DECLASSIFIED HUMAN EXPERIMENTATION
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{youtube}6NPUbEk-zCo{/youtube}

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NPUbEk-zCo
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